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around two years later, fat joe joined the fray, tweeting: im takin [sic] um a** for you kelly everyday,
its oldschool nothing new. then he later issued a clarion call: and i'm just tellin you, if you ever talk

shit about my sister or my kids, i'll fucking kill your ass. the back-and-forth ended after joe tweeted a
picture of mike tyson. fast forward to 2018. kelly mathers was keeping mum on the subject. at one
point, he responded to a twitter user who said he was not going to speak about it with: so delete
yourself!! mathers also appeared to have urged eminem to take the high road with the following

tweet: e dont need u to come at me with a machine gun - you threaten violence- you are the biggest
coward come at me with some facts and prove your strength. the tension began to build as em

dared mathers to respond to his track by appearing on his late-night show, the marshall mathers lp
2. he did so, and the two traded barbs over a second verse, culminating in em claiming he got mgk
to the ufc. this, of course, was immediately met with disbelief, and caused both artists to accuse the

other of lying, but they eventually reconciled. thereafter, their age-old beef was quiet for a while.
then, in june 2019, eminem posted an image of a kid saying he wanted to fight kelly mathers on his
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the eminem show tour. this was answered, and then both rappers linked out to separate videos that
promised to fight at a later date. but after some time, kelly mathers tweeted a resumption of their

hostilities, saying: it would be real if u fight me on the #eminem show this tuesday. will u fight me on
stage? #youknowwho em responded, claiming they would never fight in a public arena: cant make it
happen - u said u dont believe in fighting in public lol yall still sore about that? then, he endorsed the

unfurling of the notorious k banner that had led to the collapse of his 8 mile set. 5ec8ef588b
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